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problem: Multiply —-5afy by—3x. To mul-
tiply these terms together is equivalent to
subtracting —5xzy 3x times. We remember,
however, that in subtraction the sign of the
subtrahend is always changed, so in sub-
tracting —5#V 3x times, we have the equiva-
lent of adding 5xzy 3x times, or of adding
the product of 5x2y and 3x once. Therefore,
the product in this instance is written 15xzy.
Side by side, then, we have these opera-
tions in multiplication:
3x	3x	—3x
—150V
From the above it is evident that when the
signs in the multiplicand and multiplier are
alike, the product is a positive quantity, tak-
ing the sign -|-; when the signs in the multi-
plicand and multiplier are unlike, the prod-
uct is a negative quantity, taking the — sign.
When the multiplicand and multiplier
each contains more than one term the form
of the solution is as follows:
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4aa        —9Z>2
For practice solve these problems:
 1.	Multiply 5x—3y by 5x—3y.
 2.	Multiply a—7b by a—56.
 3.	Multiply #2-|-5a—10 by 2#2-f3rc—4.
 4.	Multiply a2—3ab—b2 by —az-\-ab-\-2b*.
 5.	Multiply a2—ab-j-&2 by a-f-Z>.
Division.   In multiplication the exponents
of like terms in the multiplicand and multi-
plier are added in the product; as division
is the reverse of multiplication, we subtract
the exponents in the dividend and divisor to
determine their power in the quotient. Let
ns see if this does not seem reasonable:
Divide cf by a.
j£ al <£
Proof: ay^o,=a.
Another way of showing this division is
the following:
Divide cf by a,
a*=aaa
Divide aaa by a
aaa
=aa
Divide 3<**6V-9a86ca—-6aV by 309c.
 Solution:'
3aVc     Qazbcs      6aV
In long division, for convenience in multi-
plying, the divisor is usually written at the
right of the dividend instead of at the left as
in arithmetic. Note the form of the solution :
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2ab+3b*
By inspection it is found that 2a will be
contained in the first term of the dividend
a times. Multiply this partial quotient a by
the entire divisor, placing the product under
the first terms of the dividend, then subtract;
bring down with the remainder the next un-
used term of the dividend. By inspection it
is found that the first term of the divisor is
contained in the new dividend b times. Mul-
tiply the new partial quotient by the entire
divisor, and proceed as before.
Observe that when the signs of the divi-
dend and divisor are alike, the quotient is a
positive quantity, or -[-; when the signs of
the dividend and divisor are unlike, the quo-
tient is a negative quantity, always — . Ap-
ply the above truth to the following prob-
lem. Follow the solution very carefully step
by step :
Divide #4-
Solution:
40* by x*+2ax-{-2a\
Note that new partial dividends have been
brought down with respect to the ascending
powers of a. Solve the following problems :
 1.	Divide 9</— 18a?/-f-9/ by 3a— By.
 2.	Divide ^— 12y-f 35 by #—5.
 3.	Divide Ba'—. 10a86-f 22aV— 22abs+15b*
by a2— 2ab+3b\
 4.	Divide xs—2x4—^+I9x^ 31x^15 by
5. Divide ^-f64 by #3-f 4x+S.
Simple Equations. It is not necessary to
enter upon a long and detailed explanation
of the equality of two or more terms con-
nected by the sign =. A brief illustration

